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Fact Sheet 

New HP Services Simplify Transformation of 

Engineering IT Systems; Ease Cloud Security 

Concerns 

 

Approximately every seven to 10 years, technology development and delivery 

undergoes a tectonic shift that opens up new business and access models. These 

shifts change the way technology is consumed and the value it can bring. The 

latest technological shift is toward cloud computing, which offers clients the ability 

to transform their IT infrastructures, breaking down barriers to innovation.  
 

While cloud offers great opportunity, it can also bring risk and a loss of control by 

IT departments. Cloud offers a time-to-market advantage for many enterprises, but 

some businesses and governments still hesitate to adopt cloud solutions due to 

security and management concerns. To take full advantage of cloud, organizations 

must create agile infrastructures that allow for quick and easy access to IT 

resources. 

 

To address these concerns, HP is introducing services designed to help businesses 

and governments adopt the cloud and begin their journey in a way that best suits 

their needs.  HP is adding to its cloud solutions portfolio in two areas.  

 

The first area puts common cloud techniques to work for design engineers based 

on HP’s own internal experience. The second area is focused on education with 

two new HP Cloud Security Alliance courses aimed at arming clients with the 

expertise to navigate potential security implications of cloud solutions. 

 

HP Engineering Cloud Transformation Services 

For many organizations, the product design process has become increasingly 

complex, with IT systems and design teams that are spread across several 

continents, creating potential disruptions in the flow of information. This impacts 

productivity and delays products, negatively influencing market position and 

profitability. To remain competitive, enterprises need to streamline their 

engineering IT environments for greater efficiency, enabling them to introduce new 

products to market quickly, meeting customer expectations. 
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As an electronics manufacturer, HP understands these challenges and is now 

leveraging its expertise with new services designed to help alleviate engineering IT 

pains. New HP Engineering Cloud Transformation Services help improve product 

time to market by using the cloud for engineering IT systems, offering a complete 

life cycle experience, from initiation to delivery. The services include:  

 

 Engineering Cloud Experience Workshop is designed to reduce risk and 

expedite decision making with best practices for product development and 

engineering transformation programs. Clients learn how to align corporate IT 

and engineering teams in an effort to determine critical success factors and 

define a roadmap aimed at optimizing performance.  

 

 Engineering Cloud Rapid Investment Analysis helps instill client confidence that a 

transformation can generate a rapid return on investment. HP will conduct an 

analysis of a client’s current architecture to quickly determine potential benefits 

of investing in a modernization project. 

 

 Engineering Cloud Proof of Concept enables clients to visualize improved 

efficiencies resulting from the transformation project. Leveraging technology from 

HP and its partners to create 3-D graphics, clients experience a virtualized 

desktop in action using real-world engineering models and applications.  

 

 Engineering Cloud Feasibility Analysis aids clients in gaining a comprehensive 

understanding of the benefits, risks and constraints of a successfully executed 

transformation project using HP analysis of engineering processes, data center 

facilities, infrastructure, storage and networking. 

 

 Engineering Cloud Strategy and Business Case Service helps clients to articulate 

near- and long-term advantages of optimizing existing data centers or creating 

new ones to complete the transformation project. HP works with clients to 

develop a comprehensive business case and project roadmap that aligns IT with 

organizational goals, and determines overall projected costs. 

 

HP Cloud Curriculum 

HP’s new Cloud Security Alliance courses are intended to empower IT 

professionals with in-depth knowledge of cloud security risks, and what it takes to 

build a secure cloud infrastructure. As a result, the courses increase IT staff 

confidence in building a cloud infrastructure with reduced risk.  

 

New HP Certificate of Cloud Security Knowledge (CCSK) courses, available at HP 

locations around the world, include:    

 

 CCSK Basic, which is designed to provide students with a clear understanding 

of key cloud security issues and how to address those concerns; and 
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 CCSK Plus, which offers students valuable hands-on experience implementing 

secure cloud solutions in a lab environment. 

 

Pricing and availability  

HP Engineering Cloud Transformation Services and HP Cloud Curriculum courses 

are available globally through HP Technology Services. Pricing varies according to 

location and implementation. 

 

More information about HP Engineering Cloud Transformation Services is 

available at www.hp.com/services/engineeringcloud. 

 

More information about HP Cloud Curriculum courses is available at  

http://h10076.www1.hp.com/education/cloud_security_training.html 
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